We report the results of our experiments in the context of the NEWS 2015 Shared Task on Transliteration. We focus on methods of combining multiple base systems, and leveraging transliterations from multiple languages. We show error reductions over the best base system of up to 10% when using supplemental transliterations, and up to 20% when using system combination. We also discuss the quality of the shared task datasets.
Introduction
The 2015 NEWS Shared Task on Machine Transliteration continues the series of shared tasks that were held yearly between 2009 and 2012. With the exception of the 2010 edition that included transliteration mining, the task has been limited to learning transliteration models from the training sets of word pairs. Participants are allowed to use target lexicons or monolingual corpora, but since those are "non-standard", the results are not comparable across different teams. Another drawback of the current framework is the lack of context that is required to account for morphological alterations.
Our University of Alberta team has participated in each of the five editions of this shared task. Although this year's task is virtually identical to the 2012 task, there has been progress in transliteration research since then. In particular, transliteration projects at the University of Alberta have led to the design of novel techniques for leveraging supplemental information such as phonetic transcriptions and transliterations from other languages. During those projects, we also observed that combinations of diverse systems often outperform their component systems. We decided to test this hypothesis in the current rerun of the NEWS shared task.
In this paper, we describe experiments that involve three well-known transliteration approaches. DIRECTL+, SEQUITUR, and statistical machine translation toolkits (SMT). In an effort to harness the strengths of each system, we explore various techniques of combining their outputs. Furthermore, we experiment with leveraging transliterations from other languages, in order to test whether this can improve the overall results. We obtain state-of-the-art results on most language pairs.
Base Systems
In this section, we describe our three base systems: DIRECTL+, SEQUITUR, and SMT.
DirecTL+
DIRECTL+ is a publicly-available 1 discriminative string transduction tool, which was initially developed for grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (Jiampojamarn et al., 2008) . DIRECTL+ was successfully applied to transliteration in the previous NEWS shared tasks by our team (Jiampojamarn et al., 2009; Jiampojamarn et al., 2010b; Bhargava et al., 2011; , as well as by other teams (Okuno, 2012; Wu et al., 2012) . We make use of all features described by Jiampojamarn et al. (2010a) . We perform source-target pair alignment with mpaligner (Kubo et al., 2011) because it performed slightly better in our development experiments than M2M-aligner (Jiampojamarn et al., 2007) . The parameters of the transducer and the aligner were tuned separately for each language pair.
SEQUITUR
SEQUITUR is a joint n-gram-based string transduction system 2 originally designed for grapheme-to-phoneme transduction (Bisani and Ney, 2008) , which is also applicable to a wide variety of monotone translation tasks including transliteration (Finch and Sumita, 2010; Nejad et al., 2011) . Unlike DIRECTL+, which requires aligned source-target pairs, SEQUITUR directly trains a joint n-gram model for transduction from unaligned data. Higher order n-gram models are trained iteratively: a unigram model is created first; this model is then used to train a bigram model, which is then in turn used to train a trigram model, and so on. The order of the model trained is a parameter tuned on a development set.
An important limitation of SEQUITUR is that both the source and target character sets are limited to a maximum of 255 symbols each. This precludes a direct application of SEQUITUR to scripts such as Chinese, Korean, and Japanese Kanji. Ultimately, it was a factor in our decision to leave out the datasets that involve these languages.
SMT
We frame the transliteration task as a machine translation task by treating individual characters as words, and sequences of characters as phrases. We align the word pairs with GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) , and use Moses (Koehn et al., 2007) , a phrase-based SMT system, to generate transliterations. The decoder's log-linear model includes a standard feature set. Four translation model features encode phrase translation probabilities and lexical scores in both directions. Both alignment and generation are monotonic, i.e. reordering is disabled, with distortion limit set to zero. We train a KN-smoothed 5-gram language model on the target side of the parallel training data with SRILM (Stolcke, 2002) . If a source word is provided with several target transliterations, we select the first one. The decoder's log-linear model is tuned with MERT (Och, 2003) . We use BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) as an evaluation metric during tuning.
Language-specific Preprocessing
Our development experiments showed that romanization of Chinese and Japanese characters can be helpful.
For the alignment of English and Chinese (EnCh) names, we convert the Chinese names in the training data into Pinyin romanization, as described in . This set of training pairs is aligned using our many-tomany aligner, and the resulting alignment links are projected onto Chinese characters. In cases where alignments split individual Chinese characters, they are expanded to include the entire character. Finally, the generation model is derived from the alignment between English letters to Chinese characters.
For English-to-Japanese (EnJa) transliteration, the Katakana symbols are first converted to Latin characters following a deterministic mapping, as described in Jiampojamarn et al. (2009) . The English characters are aligned to the Latin characters, and a generation model is learned from the alignments. At test time, the model outputs Latin symbols, which are converted back into Japanese Katakana. We employed a similar approach for SEQUITUR.
System Combination
Each of our base systems can generate n-best lists of predictions, together with confidence scores. We experimented with several methods of combining the outputs of the base systems.
LINCOMB
We generate the n-best transliterations for each test input, and combine the lists via a linear combination of the confidence scores. Scores are first normalized according to the following formula:
where minScore is the confidence score of the n-th best prediction, and maxScore is the confidence score of the best prediction. Predictions that do not occur in a specific system's n-best predictions are also given a score of 0 for combination. n is set to 10 in all of our experiments. If an n-best list contains less than 10 predictions, minScore is set to the score of the last prediction in the list. Our development experiments indicated that this method of combination was more accurate than a simpler method that uses only the prediction ranks. Bhargava and Kondrak (2012) propose a reranking approach to transliteration to leverage supplemental representations, such as phonetic transcriptions and transliterations from other languages. The reranker utilizes many features, including the similarity of the candidate outputs to the supplementalrepresentations, several types of n-gram features, and the confidence scores of the base system itself. Once a feature vector is created for each output, weights are learned with an SVM reranker. Bhargava et al. (2011) apply the reranking approach (RERANK) to system combination. The idea is to rerank the n-best list output from a base system, using the top prediction from another system. If the correct output is in the n-best list, reranking has the potential to elevate it to the top. The paper reports a 5% relative increase in accuracy on EnHi with DIRECTL+ and SEQUITUR as the base and supplemental system, respectively.
RERANK
For this shared task, we investigated two modifications of RERANK. First, we attempted to extend the original approach to take advantage of more than one supplemental system. For this purpose, we experimented with cascaded reranking, in which the n-best list is reranked using the top outputs of both supplemental systems in turn. Second, in an attempt to emulate the effectiveness of the linear combination approach, we experimented with restricting the set of features to confidence scores from the individual systems. Yao and Kondrak (2015) propose a JOINT generation approach that can incorporate multiple transliterations as input, and show that it outperforms the reranking approach of Bhargava and Kondrak (2012) . The JOINT system is a modified version of DIRECTL+ that utilizes aligned supplemental transliterations to learn additional features. Supplemental transliterations are then provided to the system at test time, in order to generate the final output.
JOINT
For this shared task, we performed two sets of experiments with the JOINT system. While the JOINT system was designed to incorporate additional transliterations as supplemental information, we were also interested if it could be used for system combination. For this purpose, we provided the JOINT system with the output of all three base systems as supplemental inputs. In addition, we experimented with attaching distinct tags to each character in the supplemental inputs, in order to make a distinction between the symbols produced by different supplemental systems. The JOINT system was trained on a held-out set composed of the outputs of the base systems generated for each source word. The second set of experiments followed the original design of Yao and Kondrak (2015) , in which the supplemental data consists of transliterations of a source word in other languages. We extracted the supplemental transliterations from the NEWS 2015 Shared Task training and development sets for which English was the source language. For words with no supplemental transliterations, we fall back on base DIRECTL+ output.
Development Experiments
For our development experiments, we randomly split the provided training sets into ten equal folds, of which eight were used for base system training, and one for base system tuning, with the final fold held out for system combination training. The base models were trained without languagespecific preprocessing. Table 1 shows the results on the provided development set. DIRECTL+ is the best performing base system on eight datasets, with SEQUITUR winning on the remaining three. Although SMT is never the best, it comes second on three tasks. The absolute differences between the three system are within 10%.
Because of its simplicity, we expected LIN-COMB to serve as the baseline combination method. However, as shown in Table 1 , it performs surprisingly well, providing an improvement over the best base system on eight out of eleven datasets. An additional advantage of LIN-COMB is that it requires no training or parameter tuning. Since the other two combination methods are more complicated and less reliable, we chose LINCOMB as our default method. Some configurations of RERANK did achieve improvements over the best base system on most sets, but the results were generally below LIN-COMB. This confirms the observation of (Bhargava and that LINCOMB is a strong combination baseline because it utilizes entire n-best lists from all systems.
The JOINT approach was unable to improve over base DIRECTL+ when trained on relatively small held-out sets. We also tried to leverage the entire training set for this purpose using 10-cross validation. However, that method requires a substantial amount of time and computing resources, and after disappointing initial results on selected datasets, we decided to forgo further experimentation. It remains an open question whether the joint generation approach can be made to work as a system combination.
The JOINT approach performs much better in its original setup, in which additional transliterations from other languages are provided as input. However, its effectiveness depends on the amount of supplemental information that is available per source word. The improvement of JOINT over base DIRECTL+ seems to be correlated with the percentage of words with at least two supplemental transliterations in the corresponding test set. The language pairs with over 50% of such words in the development set include EnHi, EnKa, and EnTa. Table 3 ). Overall, our standard runs achieved top results on 14 out of 22 datasets. Table 3 includes our remaining test results. We submitted the JOINT runs on languages that had promising improvements in the development results. These runs were designated as non-standard even though the supplemental transliterations are from the provided NEWS datasets. For these languages, we also submitted standard DIRECTL+ runs, in order to gauge the improvement obtained by JOINT. The JOINT outperformed base DI-RECTL+ on six out of eight datasets.
Test Results
We observe many cases where the test results diverge from our development results. It appears that the provided development sets are not always representative of the final sets. To give some examples, the 2012 ArEn test set contains only a single space, as compared to 878 spaces present on the source side of the corresponding development set, while one-third of the target-side characters in the EnCh development set do not occur at all in the corresponding training set. In addition, the 2011 and 2012 test sets vary wildly in difficulty, as evidenced by the results in Table 2 .
Conclusion
We found that simple linear combination of normalized confidence scores is an effective and robust method of system combination, although it is not guaranteed to improve upon the best base system. We also showed that a joint generation approach that directly leverages supplemental transliterations has the potential of boosting transliteration accuracy. However, the generality of these conclusions is limited by the narrow scope of the shared task and the deficiencies of the provided datasets. 75
